
 

 

CONJUNCTIO 
directed by Herbert Gantner 

- TMFF CRITIQUE REVIEW - 
 
 

 
CRITIQUE TAGLINE: 

“An emotional drama with psychological valences.” 
 

 
  
 SYNOPSIS 
 A man is frustrated by his failure in life obsessed by his brother‟s success and blaming his 
dying father for favouring his sibling. 
 
 COMMENT ON THE IDEA 
 „Conjunctio‟ sets off promising a dramatic journey with emotional teachings. 
  
 STORY AND SCRIPT OVERVIEW 
 We found the idea behind Herbert Gantner’s film to be considerably well developed.  
 As usual, in the art of film, the script‟s duty is to maintain the story focused on what it is 
important and omit the irrelevant parts. Especially in short films where time is limited this is vital.  
 The context of the storyline emerges naturally as the film flows, setting all the background 
stories of its characters into place. This gradual unveil is actually very efficient in maintaining the 
viewer‟s interest and feeding their curiosity. The need to find out where the characters come from 
and what the main character will eventually decide to make out of its own faith is very acute. 
 The script stands. 
 We particularly liked the well-shaped characters of the two brothers. Though we see very 
little of the successful brother, the delimitation between the opposite personalities of the two 
personages is very clear. They are both sketched up very well, they are both „sharply‟ contoured. 
This is of huge help for the film, contributing enormously at generating drama, the film‟s credibility 
and the entailing of the viewer empathically. 
 The events‟ succession is also considerably natural and keeps the narrative line genuine, 
though we did notice a few things that looked „conveniently‟ staged - such as finding the photo 
album under some clothes in a corner of a room. We would‟ve liked to either see a clearer 
indication he is often browsing the album - which thing is actually fuelling his anger and frustration -
or to see the album hidden and forgotten somewhere in a drawer or - even better - a box in the 
darkest corner of his wardrobe and the character rummaging for it all over the place. 
 The mother‟s sadness also seemed slightly funny to us (not in the humorous sense but in 
the strange way). First, her movement of wiping the window is quite redundant making the gesture 
look acted and failing to express the right „mechanics‟ of an emotional shock - and second there 
are two directions towards which her gesture could have leaded to and we didn‟t read either of 
them to be clearly indicated (though we have the feeling the right and most plausible one was 
suggested): a. madness - which we didn‟t find traces of, besides, madness does not just install 
itself like that: it‟s either there already or it takes time and serious reasons - that need to be visually 
„ticked‟ - to emerge and establish itself; or b. intense emotional pain - which is what we think 
director Herbert Gantner was trying to suggest. But in this latter case - her argument for her action 
being that the dying father always liked the house to be clean, we imagine her gesture having been 
more energetic and her reaction more emotional than a shocked expression making her look on 
the border of insanity. The logical psychological order of things, as we see them, would be: the 
mother cleaning the window already driven by the thought of a clean house for the dying father‟s 
sake; her answering her son‟s questioning of the gesture in such hardship moments by vocalising 
her thoughts; her realising the absurdity of her gesture and the sorrowful circumstance as an effect 
of vocalising her thoughts which would eventually trigger her emotions to  break forth: something 
like bursting into tears uncontrollably or on the opposite end just bringing her actions to a halt and 
shedding subtle tears while trying to hold back her emotions. This is what would have made sense 
in our opinion. 
  



 

 

 ACTORS AND ACTING 
 Approaching the acting issue we would start by exploring the main character‟s 
interpretation: we thought it was excellent. The combination of pain, guilt and anger the main 
actors managed to express at the same time was simply outstanding. We liked that!  
 On the other hand his changing expression when browsing the photo album seemed too 
rushed to us: he is in a state of anger and frustration and he is looking for the album. Why? 
Because he feels lonely and forgotten or neglected and in the album he can find the memories of 
the moments when someone used to care and he would have his father by his side. He is yearning 
for those happy moments. The first reaction when turning the first pages of the album we would 
find logical to be anger still, as he is still lonely and furious and it would take him some time to 
accept the positive emotions generated by the photos. At last, while browsing the album he‟d find  
a photo that awakes a dear memory to him - one specific photo (they can‟t all have the same 
effect) -, one that has immortalised a very strong memory of the dear bond between him and his 
father and this is what would eventually  put the smile on his face again and replace his anger with 
a combination of ecstasy and humour followed by sadness and in the end by the correctly marked 
and very telling reaction of anger when finding the picture of his proud father next to his graduate 
brother.  
 The acting of the other two characters (the brother and the father) (we‟ve spoken about the 
„mother‟‟s acting) should be less relevant. We would specify though that the „brother‟ - despite his 
transient role - does bring an important share of naturalness to the overall interpretation of 
„Conjunctio‟ which balances well the acting and the mood of the film. It just made us think about 
the unsuspected and often underestimated importance of secondary roles in films. 
 
 DIALOGUE 
 Dialogue remains suggestive and we salute that. A suggestive dialogue always stimulates 
the audience to search and decipher meanings by themselves while an explanatory one is always 
spoiling the charm of a film by trying to explain everything that happens and leaving nothing to 
discover and explore to the public.  
 Dialogue is therefore sustaining the visual story well, letting cinematography be the main 
„narrator‟ instead of the actors‟ lines. 
 
 CINEMATOGRAPHY 
 Cinematography is quite good. We‟d say it‟s the best we‟ve seen in Herbert Gantner’s 
work so far. There is a consistent interest in aesthetics beyond the logical correct visual technical 
grammar of the film. The issue we‟ve spotted here are some detail shots - e.g. extreme close-up of 
the cloth wiping the window, or a particularly narrow one with a triple focus shift/ transition (we did 
not understand exactly what that was so maybe it was too tightly framed) - that didn‟t look to us as 
bearing a meaning of a particular interest. Maybe the cloth detail would have gained one if it would 
have been connected to the main character‟s experiences in order to stay relevant, but it is not; 
which makes it interrupt the audience‟s empathy with the important character and tries to shift the 
focus on the secondary character of the mother which is of little interest, really! - it only appears for 
10 seconds. 
 The rule with Detail Shots would be: if you show it, it‟d better be very important for the story 
and produce its effects either then, immediately, or in the future in a key moment of the script. 
  
 DIRECTOR’S VISION 
 We have to start by confessing the story didn‟t stand out that much from our viewing 
portfolio (our film culture and the array of themes we‟ve witnessed along our experience in the 
industry) as being of a special kind of originality, which is quite a pity. But the director‟s vision is 
satisfactorily shaped and clear.  
 „Conjunctio‟ is in our opinion director Herbert Gantner’s best work so far. We‟ve been 
intrigued by the combination of a strange love story with a psychological thriller in his „Broken 
Sight‟, we‟ve been intrigued by his original idea and on the edge feeling in „The Mirror‟, but the 
one film that worked for us and we felt it managed to deliver „the feeling‟ it aimed for (though we 
are not a team with a taste for melodrama) is „Conjunctio‟.  



 

 

 Despite the idea being the most common out of the three, the director had a clear mind on 
this one. He aimed for sketching the frustration, pain and anger that come along with the feeling of 
failure and he achieved that well. 
 The cinematography and the intense acting of the main character help the film 
considerably. They harness the theme and raise the film‟s potential. 
 
 FILM ENDING AND ARRAY OF MEANINGS 
 The film ends when the errant son makes peace with his dying father. It is when a candle  
light extinguishes. This can symbolise that the father was actually expecting his son‟s visit before 
passing away. There is an encrypted message behind his gesture saying that the father equally 
loved the failure son, in whom he had never lost his trust. It is a great ending and it sets the 
emotion free. But it is not unfortunately the first time we see it. It needs more to emerge from the 
mainstream. 
 The meanings are there though and we don‟t contest them. 
 Anyone should pick their own teachings after watching „Conjunctio‟: either that they relate 
to the emotional evolution of the errant son, the bond between the father and the son or the overall 
story. 
 
 FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
 We conclude by saying director Herbert Gantner sets off on a journey to make a biopsy of 
human emotions: especially the feeling of failure and the road the person experiencing it is walking 
on. 
 Despite „Conjunctio‟„s few flaws we feel we have assisted a successful outcome of director 
Herbert Gantner‟s journey and witnessed an emotional drama with psychological valences.  


